Stacking storage structure has to be used in profile automated warehouse, which results that the above ones of a rack must to be removed before the rack moving. So the delay of the procedure increases. Aiming at the problem, we firstly defined the mixing-degree of the whole stacking-storage as an important indicator of warehouse wholeness, which can characterize warehouse long-term efficiency. Secondly, a utility function was built to describe the measurement of warehouse status based on the mixing-degree. Finally a scheduling optimization model on constraints of the initialization condition was proposed, with always calculating the warehouse mixing-degree and top statuses. Simulation and field experiment on real Nanping AL. Robots system shows that the proposed algorithm achieves good performance and efficiency in long-term, though no optimization in short-term, which roots from less average expectation of the top-racks moves.
Introduction
Automated Storage and Retrieval System (AS/RS) scheduling optimization plays an important role in the aluminum industry, such as Alcoa (throughout 36 countries, with annual throughput 302 million tons) Alcan(in 42 countries, with annual throughput 268 million tons), and storage in Yokohama, Nagoya and Osaka ports are also with annual throughput above 293 million tons, etc. The inventory quantity of warehousing above all can be controlled under a month of production, the best of them can be controlled less than 22 days, which is impossible without good scheduling system for warehouse and logistics network [1] .
However, the current scheduling optimization researches almost focus on the drawer-style goods-shelf and stacking machine, which cannot be directly applied to the storage of profiles. It is because the stack storage must be chosen in profile warehouse, since movable rack in drawer-type cannot afford the weight or space. In the stack storage, it may be a must to remove the above racks of the wanted one, which increases greatly the complexity of the algorithm, and delay the procedure. Therefore, the number of removing top levels must be controlled down, and scheduling optimization of AS/RS in profile warehouse should be developed urgently.
Considering the characteristics of the profiles warehouse, our optimization aimed at the Italy Secureflow three-dimensional warehouse robot system (based on SIEMENS' PLC technology), which provides a reliable hardware but a simple control so requires manual operations. So the operators must decide which racks to move and where the above racks of the wanted one to remove. We made a program to Automatically accomplish the work.
Relational Works
Let alone the stacking storage structure, path planning researches on the constraint of specific environment and the specific tasks, were seldom found in the main stream of the relational research papers. The researches and applications on warehousing mainly focused on stacking-machine scheduling or path and distance optimization on automatic guided vehicle (AGV), such as on the travel time models and control policies [2] . Some references introduced the time parameters in the traditional A+ algorithm and a heuristic path search algorithm, and extended the two-dimensional A* algorithm to three-dimensional space-time [3] ; some introduced suspension mechanism to avoid collision between robots, and used the hierarchical path planning algorithm to reduce the amount of calculation [4] ; some focused on robot scheduling with rapidly exploring random tree(RRT) [5] ; some used artificial potential field to solve the path planning method. However, all of the above studies are aimed merely to path planning tasks for simple point-to-point, rather than the complex tasks and applications on the stack multi-access of stacking storage robot. Meanwhile, those cannot be flexibly applied in dynamic storage environment, and cannot guarantee the optimality with the large calculation and the long optimization time, so cannot meet the requirement of real-time application of stacking robot. Only a few research results can be used in stacking storage structure, such as literature [6] improved genetic algorithm and SHAA neural network, aiming to multi-point access complex tasks, which can be modified to apply to the stack robot application, though Even in the drawer-goods-shelf and stacking machine warehouse scenes, scheduling optimization is still the hardest combination optimization because of facing the NP-Hard problems with exponent computational complexity, which is even impossible to solve the optimization in limited time [7] .
Indicators on Stack Mixing-degree of Warehouse Wholeness
Stack Indicators are global indicators. Though there are many indicators including stack mixing-degree, warehouse congestion, warehouse duty number, Project dispersion degree, handling effective, material dispersion degree, overlap rate, volume ratio, warehouse throughput parallelism, and so on, the most important indicator on stack storage, is still the indicator on stack mixing-degree, which can indicate the measurement of the same products or ones of the same project stayed together, means the piling-up overlap-ratio of the different types or variety products or different project. In the optimized utility function, it is a negative indicator scale, the smaller, the better.
Definition 1 stack mix(SMix) of every stack is the change times of product varieties (or Project) from the bottom to the top in the same stack. Definition 2 stack mix of warehouse is the total sum of the SMix of every stack in calculating whole warehouse, namely ∑SMix(stack).
Consider there are n layers in a stack, then SMix=SMix+1 on every change, granted there exist changes on varieties (or Project) from the bottom to the top in the same stack. So Max(SMix)=n-1 because there may be at most n-1 changes in n layers. The corresponding pseudo code of indicator on stack mixing-degree is as follows: 
Utility on the Stack Mixing-Degree Indicators
It may have been biased to determine the order of outbound, inbound and sorting inventory with only considering a single indicator, such as the shortest path strategy, or the shortest time strategy, because one-sided pursuit of a single indicator could lead to the increase of SMix. So it means the increase of the expectations number of racks above the want one, which can lead to the increase of the time or distance for the long-term, even if it is possible to achieve the shortest path or the shortest time in a short-term. Therefore, it is the right way to determine the actual outbound order according to the minimum of SMix. Reaching the minimum of SMix means prior to putting the same kind of material or the same project in the same place of storage. Utility can comprehensively consider several indicators (that is, lots of measurements) together and only output one value, it can be expressed as formula (1) . According to [6] , genetic algorithm and SHAA neural network were used to determine the weight of the indicators. In different test Scenarios, the contribution of a series of indicators was tested for the overall measurement, so that the weight of the indicators can be decided and the maximum throughput of the warehouse can finally be achieved. 
where U expresses utility function; move(x1,y1,h1,x2,y2,h2) means move a rack from x1 Row , y1 Columns and h1 floor to x2 Row, y2 Columns, and h2 floor, because there is different between crane vertical and horizontal movement, so we multiply the relational weight coefficient α, β, γ before the distances on Δx, Δy, Δh. ΔSMix means the change of SMix(x,y) between after moving and before moving, where λ is the corresponding weight coefficient. And ΔU is the other utility change, where μ is the corresponding weight coefficient. The s.t constraint condition is omitted here. It just set the utility function as the Measure for Genetic Algorithms.
At first we used the scheduling optimization model and algorithm from [6] as the solve solution. The utility function of [6] can be expressed as formula (2) . The meaning is the same as formula (1) . However, [6] did not show good performance at stacking storage scheduling, so we changed the utility function, and converted [6] as the comparing. We only used the genetic algorithm of [6] .
Since [6] is not designed for the stack storage, there is nothing to do with the wanted rack if some racks above the one. So we modified the scheme of [6] to apply in working on the stacking warehouse, with merely random removing the upper rack.
Experiment and Result
We use the true data of Nanping Aluminum Ltd. but the simulation to test the performance of the algorithm. We simulated 10 times and got the similar result. Figure1 shows one of simulation results.
We can see, though the needed-moving number of the above layers of our scheme is often larger than [6] , because it took on the additional moves according the utility of SMix, with the moving steps going on, the needed-moving number of the above layers on our scheme is decreasing steadily, however the one of [6] increasing. It means the Mixing-Degree changes differently. With steps going on, our Aves and variances of needed-moving above layers number are clearly increasing at first, but decreasing beyond 200 steps. The ones of [6] are exactly the opposite. It means, considering arranging the warehousing on the firstly 200 steps, our scheme shows better performance than [6] . And [6] with a random strategy will make the stack mixing-degree more and more worse. Now our scheme leads a stability operation in actual production of Nanping Aluminum Ltd., as Figure 4 shows. 
Conclusion
The above racks problematic in stacking storage can be boiled down to control the mixing-degree on whole warehouse, though sometimes at the cost of no optimization in short-term. The field experiments illustrate that the mixing-degree is an effective and efficient method in a long-term. As an important indicator of warehouse wholeness, the characters of the stack mixing-degree need to be researched deeply. Future research will consider adaptive adjustment and automatic balance of the performances in short-term and long-term.
